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Rafe K. Stone

Rafe K. Stone is a player character played by kr4nkshaft.1)

Rafe K. Stone

Species: Yamatai
Gender: Male

Age: 27
Height: 5 feet 8 inches
Weight: 160 pounds

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Investigator

Rank: Santo Hei
Current Placement:

Preferred Plots:

YSS Soyokaze1.
YSS Sakura II2.
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21st Squadron3.

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5 feet 8 inches/ 1.73 meters
Mass: 160 pounds/ 72.57 kilograms

Build and Skin Color: Athletic, lean and wiry but not excessively muscular. Looks skinnier than his
weight would suggest due to maintaining an excellent physical fitness regime. Dusty brown skin color.
Tattoo on right shoulder of Gothic cross.

Eyes and Facial Features: Slate gray, almond shaped eyes. Has a scar just below his hairline that
extends to top of right eye and a tattoo on his right shoulder blade of a Gothic cross. Closely shaved
goatee and beard.

Hair Color and Style: Close cropped dark brown hair, generally well kept and black facial hair.

Distinguishing Features: Scar just below hairline extending to top of right eye.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Active and impulsive. Does enjoy sporting events and spends considerable time reading
older texts about other races and military endeavours. Sharp around politicians and diplomats but does
not always agree with them. Not exactly outgoing but works well in a team setting. Smart and quick to
act but can be rash. His persistence can be taken as being rude or invasive. Enjoys exploration and
encountering new personalities/races. Able to discern when something is not quite as it should be.
Believes in being a leader that cares about those who he serves with and under. His experiences with his
fathers business and brothers imprisonment have left him with a higher morale standard than most.

Likes: Being on time, training events that require physicality and thinking.
Dislikes: Being late, rude people and remaining static for no apparent reason.
Goals: Achieve a position of importance but is not unrealistic about his expectations.

History

Family (or Creators)

Parents are both alive, has 3 siblings (2 brothers, 1 sister). Youngest brother is in jail, other two siblings
have families of their own. Father is Jamis Stone, owns and operates a interplanetary shipping company.
Fairly wealthy but not excessively so. His mother, Winona Stone, stays at home and socializes mostly
although she has done some secretarial work for Jamis's business. Older brother Jayce has taken up his
fathers business as a partner, as well as being a part time pilot for the company. His sister Lacey is still
rather young but is an aspiring singer, possessing a charming voice and personality. Younger brother
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Alshane used to also be a partner in his fathers business with Jayce and Rafe but got mixed up in the
shipping of illegal narcotics and was eventually apprehended and sentenced to a decade in prison.

Pre-RP

As a kid, Rafe was always interested in strategy games and sports. Not especially combative as a child,
but he did have a loose temper until he learned to control it during his teenage years. He was an average
student in most areas, except for languages, where he excelled, literature, and sports. After finishing his
basic education he attended a business college, and while he didn't enjoy it, he earned a business degree
with a minor in law. Being a partner is his father's business helped him make some friends, but also
showed him the darker side of the economic world. On top of the unethical education, he learned how to
pilot smaller aircraft and fire all manner of weapons. Upon the arrest of his brother, Rafe promptly quit
the business, and enlisted in the military hoping to become an investigator, or some other law related
job.

Skills

Technology Operation

Has had extensive training with computer systems, creating networks and interfacing with various
technological items such as mainframes and intermodal systems. Is familiar with most systems used
smaller ships and the civilian side.

Languages

Knows the common trade languages and some homeland dialects. Studied the common trade languages
extensively and is very familiar with various homeland dialects as well as those of surrounding worlds.
Knows Yamataian, Seraphim and Trade fluently as well as a basic understanding of Abwheran. Most of
this learning was obtained by interaction with peoples who spoke those tongues natively while he worked
for his fathers shipping business.

Knowledge

Takes great interest in the strategies and tactics used by famous warriors/generals. Has studied most
major campaigns and undertakings and the tactics used to counter invasions and win both short and
extended wars and battles. Also has some business acumen from his time with his fathers business.

Fighting.

Has obtained a proficiency is hand to hand combat but prefers ranged marksmanship weapons. Did excel
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with pistols even despite that preference. Frequently hunted feral wildlife as a hobby so he did develop a
sharp eye.

Physical.

Has never had problems with physical activities. Has good endurance and agility but is not exceptionally
strong. Was always among the fastest in his peer group growing up.

Rogue.

As a young adult learned some “street skills” such as lock picking and slight of hand but does not
consider them honorable to use against his comrades. Is not beyond keeping those skills sharp however.

Domestic.

Knows how to tend to his own cleaning and cooking, can provide for himself without being micro
managed. Cleans his own uniform and maintains a meticulous appearance around his seniors.

Inventory

Rafe K. Stone has the following items:

Ke-M2-2D "Mindy II" Power Armor or another armor designated by ship captain. 2)

Ke-M4-W2901 Light Armor Service Rifle (Tier 5 Medium Anti-Armor) with Ke-M4-W2902 LASR-
SLAG
Star Army Butt Pack, Type 29 containing:

Type 31A Survival Kit
Star Army Duffel Bag, containing:

Toiletry Kit
Environmental Suit
2 Duty Uniforms

1 Star Army Cap, Type 32
1 Star Army Coat, Type 32

2 Working Uniforms. Includes boots and gloves.
2 Exercise Uniform (can also used as sleepwear)
Undergarments

Star Army Utility Belt, Type 32, light-blue gray
Communicator, Type 36

Flashlight, Autonomous Floating, Type 32
Pistol, Nekovalkyrja, Type 33 with 2 BR-28E Battery Magazines (1 in the pistol and 1 extra)
Scanner, Science, Type 31
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Several family photo's, 4 pairs of civilian pants and shirts. 2 pairs of civilian shoes. A dress suit for formal
occasions. Only 1 ring and a chain for jewelry, a wallet with his identification and family pictures.

Finances

Rafe K. Stone is currently a Santo Hei in the Star Army of Yamatai.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds

OOC Discussion

Its a first time character build for me so I have no problems with restructuring certain aspects as is seen
fit

Character Data
Character Name Rafe K. Stone
Character Status Adoptable Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Military Police

1)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/rafe-k-stone-edited.15249/
2)

Non-standard characters should use a Ke-M10 Modular Combat Armor System in place of the Mindy 2.
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